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Zimmerman Attorney’s
‘Literacy’ Test for Jeantel
Takes Us Back to 1865
by Yohuru William s

Although clearly not barred from
providing testimony in the
Trayvon Martin case, it seems that
many in the public sought to hold
Rachel Jeantel to the same
“racialized” standard. While the
ridicule and mockery cut across
racial lines, it is hard to believe
that critics would shower such
harsh treatment on a white witness
of similar speech and disposition.
While her language and demeanor
may not have been palatable to
some, neither should impugn
either her credibility or integrity
as a witness.
Read m ore...

The Rise and Fall of Don
Draper
People working on a makeshift stage, waiters rushing to deliver drinks to early arrivals, and quirky
individuals retiring to the corners appearing to practice some sort of presentation -- we’re at an open
mic. The general assumption is that at open mics, drunk temps and shy housewives get on stage to
live out some persona they desperately resolved to keep hidden -- choosing stability over a starryeyed ideal of a life on the stage. This is not really the case. Performances at open mics can be marked
by desperation, but in a good way -- by helping to process it. They can also cheer up, make the
audience think, and inspire. The intent is to provide a space to express oneself and workshop new
ideas in order to gauge the audience’s reaction. Comedians, musicians, poets, and storytellers can use
these gatherings to get comfortable appearing in front of crowds and try out new material.
According to Mike Geffner, the organizer of the Inspired Word event series, “We live in an age where
the people want to be the story. They want to be the entertainment.” His weekly events are open mic
nights that mix storytelling, poetry, music, and comedywith changing hosts. Geffner began holding
these events in March 2009 at a small café in Queens, where theywere originally a series of readings,
with featured poets, rather than an open mic where anyone could perform. After a while, he relocated
to a bigger venue in Manhattan and the event slowly morphed into an open mic -- and a successful
one. His is one of the few open mics that can afford to pay the host and the other organizers.

by Loren DiBlasi

How could a character so admired,
so charismatic, become so
thoroughly unappealing quite so
fast? In reality, though, the wheels
of Don Draper’s downward spiral
have been churning slowly since
the very beginning of the series.
What made season six immediately
different was that, for the very
first time, we weren’t really on
Don’s side. Prior to this season,
even within the throws of his most
despicable past deeds-- the lies, the
cheating, the arrogance-- Don has
remained an appealing anti-hero
that most viewers stood by, loved,
and even defended.
Read m ore...

The Inspired Word has featured some pretty famous names, like Jill Eikenberry of Law & Order and
L.A. Law and Amber Tamblyn from Joan of Arcadia, and has even been approached by MTV’s
Washington Heights and the Travel Channel’s Hidden City for permission to shoot scenes at the
event. Despite all of this notoriety, Geffner always tries to keep in touch with those performers who
are still trying to make a name for themselves. As he observed, “There were a lot of open mics that I
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went to that felt very disconnected between the stage and the audience. You were on stage, you were
in the audience -- whereas at my events there is more of a familiar, supportive atmosphere.”
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After each show, there is usually a trip to a local establishment where anyone is invited to join, mingle,
and share their impressions of the evening, which creates a nice sense of camaraderie. Geffner
understands this and can relate to the artists, “I remember what it was like to be a young writer,
hungry, and wanting to make it happen, and I get to be around those people at least three days a
week. That fills me.” He is able to bring this sentiment into the Inspired Word. Actor John Fugelsang,
who has been a frequent guest there, summed it up best when he said, “It’s not a show -- it’s a
movement.”
After a Tuesday night at the Inspired Word, head over to Lucky Jack's Irish bar on Thursdays,
where the Mic Club is housed in the basement, with a stage bar and lounge area. Mic Club, now in its
eighth year, has become a well-known spot for artistically-minded people to express themselves in a
supportive atmosphere. One of the hosts, Frances, had the idea when she was working in the East
Village. “It was a Thursday night, the place was dead and I had this little mini stage and I thought to
myself, why the hell have you not got performers coming here and performing and express
themselves in the means of art?” She took Sacha Chavez, a musician from Hoboken, as a host and the
adventure began. This endeavor resulted in gathering a sizeable community of performers and people
interested in the arts who come together and perform.
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Each open mic night begins with a ritual of sorts, toasting the free artistic spirits that are fostered
there as well as reciting the rules of Mic. Those rules ensure that the artists are respected and helps
create a supportive atmosphere free of judgment. Mic Club is an “open mic for the emotionally
naked,” according to its website.
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In conversation with Sacha, he explained how he identifies strongly with the performers and tries to
aid them in their endeavors. Apart from the open mics, Mic Club has featured events where the door
money goes to the performer. A little disillusioned, Sacha speaks about the way many performances
are booked in New York, “There are these people who call themselves promoters … but basically
what they do is they give you a gig and you have to bring like 40 people and you have to give the
money to the promoter." His dream is to work with a venue for the good of the performer and offer
them a haven where they can focus on their art.
To conclude the week of “open micing,” a visit out to Bay Ridge, Brooklyn is recommended. This open
mic here is held at the Owl’s Head, a fairly new establishment in the neighborhood. Recently, the
organizers at the Owl’s Head had the idea of doing an open mic in order to suss out members of the
literary community. Planned as an experiment, the event was well-received,. Stewart said, “So far
we've been getting a healthy mix on stage and in the crowd: old and young, men and women, Bay
Ridgites and people from other neighborhoods. [For] the first time we even got a couple of Staten
Island readers who brought the house down.”
After hosting the open mics a couple of times, the plan is to “start curating these a bit more, doing
nights with local writers we met and liked and with other writers we know from around the borough,”
Stewart explains. Further down the road, they are considering hosting a series of readings with the
readers from the open mics. Writers being pushed into a working-class neighborhood like Bay Ridge
by rising rents have a need for an event to express themselves and thankfully, can come to the Poet’s
Society to perform impressive pieces of literature.
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Although the three open mics presented are all originals of themselves, there is a common
denominator. It is about offering non-professionals a safe and supportive atmosphere onstage to
share their artistic endeavors. This adds a valuable element to the cultural life in New York and
benefits the performers as well by offering them a chance to hone their skills. Some even say it is an
art form itself. Besides, you never know who might come to those performances and see your bit.
Highbrow Magazine
Photos: Jay Franco, Matt Shelly
Tags: open m ics, poetry readings, New York City , inspired word, m ic club, lucky jacks irish bar,
artists new y ork art scene
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Sylvana Joyce (not verified) | Thu, 06/13/2013 - 11:38
As a host of the Inspired Word series (m y band is the first picture in the article, btw! www.sjandthem om ent.com ) I can
attest to how div erse, talented, and well-attended our open m ics are. I'v e been to m any all ov er the city and ours is alway s a
good tim e. Doesn't hurt that we're at a beautiful v enue with AMAZING FOOD. :) If y ou're a m usician looking for a fantastic
open-m ic and future collaborators for y our next m usic project I HIGHLY recom m end our Monday night series.
Reply
Sacha (not verified) | Sat, 06/29/2013 - 10:44
Thank y ou for the kind words. Let all of NYC becom e Em otionally Naked. Mic-Club is y our Open-Mic
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